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THE PRIME MINISTER SENDS CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE WAR CABINET

TO THE U.S. 8TH AIR FORCE AND BOMBER COMMAND

The following congratulations have been sent by the Prime Minister
to Lieutenant General Jacob L. Dovers, Commanding General European
Theatre of Operations, United States Array, and Air Chief Marshal Sir
Arthur T. Harris, Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command*

TO GENERAL DEVERS

I shall be obliged if you will convey to General Eaker and his Command the
thanks of the British bar Cabinet for the magnificent achievements of the 8th Air
Force in the Battle of Germany in recent days culminating in their remarkable
successes of last week.

In broad daylight the crews of your bombers have fought their way through the

strongest defence which the enemy could bring against them and have ranged over the

length and breadth of Germany, striking with deadly accuracy many of the most

important hostile industrial installations and ports.

Your bombers and the fighters which support them in these fierce engagements
have inflicted serious losses on the German Air Force, and by forcing the enemy to

Weaken other fronts have contributed notably to the successes of the Allied arms

everywhere,

The War Cabinet extend their congratulations also to the ground crews of the

8th Air Force Without whose, technical skill and faithful labour these feats of arms

would not be possible, - ■

I am confident that with the ever-growing power of the 8th Air Force, striking
alternate blows with the Royal Air Force Bomber Command, we shall together inexorably
beat the life out cf industrial Germany and thus hasten the day cf final victory.

TO AIR CHIEF MARSHAL HARRIS

The War Cabinet have asked me to convey to you their compliments on the recent

successes of Bomber Command, whose deeds in the first week of October mark yet another

stage in the offensive against Germany,

The war Cabinet realise that the results of this campaign are not restricted to

damage which can be seen and photographed but are reflected with equal significance
in the extent to which the German Air Force has been forced from the offensive to the

defensive both operationally and in new construction and compelled to concentrate mere

and more of its resources on the protection of Germany against bombing attacks from

the West, to the benefit of cur own and Allied forces on the ether European fronts.

Your Command, with the day-bomber formations of the 8th Air Force fighting alongside

it, is playing a foremost part in the converging attack on Germany now being conducted

by the forces of the United Nations on a prodigious scale,. Your officers and men will,
I know, continue their efforts in spite of the intense resistance offered, until they
are rewarded by the final downfall of the enemy, . ■

These growing successes have only been, achieved by the devotion, endurance and

courage for which Bomber Command is reh coned. Airmen and airwomen of Britain, the

Dominions and cur Allies have worked whole-heartedly together to perfect the mighty
offensive weapon which you wield in a battle watched by the world,

I request you to bring this message to the attention of all members of your

Command,
"
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